TERM 2 OVERVIEW

Italian 2015

Foundation

Strand: Communicating
Sub-strand: Informing & Translating
Topic: Sono Io/Describing Oneself
La Grammatica: Grammar (Adjectives, masculine & feminine)

Year One

Strand: Communicating
Sub-strand: Informing & Translating
Topic: Sono Io/Describing Oneself
La Grammatica: Grammar (Adjectives, masculine & feminine)

Year Two

Strand: Communicating
Sub-strand: Informing & Translating
Topic: Sono Io/Describing Oneself
La Grammatica: Grammar (Adjectives, masculine & feminine)

Year Three/Four

Strand: Communicating
Sub-strand: Informing & Translating
Topic: La Cultura/Culture
La Grammatica: Grammar (Definite & Indefinite Articles/Sentence Structure)

Year Five

Strand: Communicating
Sub-strand: Informing & Translating
Topic: I Famosi/Famous People
La Grammatica: Grammar (Past Participles/Sentence Structure)

Year Six/Seven

Strand: Communicating
Sub-strand: Informing & Translating
Topic: I Famosi/Famous People
La Grammatica: Grammar (Past Participles/Sentence Structure)